Advantages of the Universal Hinge™ Brand Bolt on Hinge

OLD METHOD - RISKY - LABORIOUS

NEW METHOD - SAFER - EFFICIENT

SAFETY

LIMITS LIABILITY EXPOSURE*

BOLTED ON

NO RIGGING

REDUCED DOWN TIME

NO LAY DOWN AREA

QUICK AND EASY

LEFT OR RIGHT HAND

NO RECERTIFICATION

ENGINEERED & TESTED

*See Page 2
Easily installed by tightening six bolts, the UNIVERSAL HINGE™ brand, bolt on hinge does not require welding.

Rigging and searching for locations to attach rigging is eliminated.

Use it to SAFELY open and close manway covers on your storage tanks or pressure vessels, channel covers or bonnets on heat exchangers and chillers and most any other cover within the facility.

May be installed and operated by one individual in under 10 minutes.

Optional kits are available to facilitate permanent installation.

Available in models suitable for 10 to 70 inch** diameter covers or bonnets in six Series: 200, 350, 700, 1400, 3000 & 5000. See the "Standard Products Capability Charts" at the left for approximately selection. Actual capability will be determined by Universal Hinge Corp. after receipt and review of user application data.

The UNIVERSAL HINGE™ brand, bolt on hinge is a thoroughly engineered and tested product.

Please Visit Our Website at www.universalhinge.com to View an Installation and Operation Video

*By eliminating rigging, utilization of this product may reduce the hazards associated with rigging and thereby potentially reduce the liability exposure associated with rigging injuries.

**For sizes suitable for covers larger than 70 inch, for capacities outside the range of the standard products or for custom designs please consult your local agent or Universal Hinge Corp.